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FFC MODEL SCHOOL 

ENGLISH SYLLABUS FINAL EXAMINATION 2023-2024 

ENGLISH CLASS 2 

Q1. Answer these questions. 

1. What did the little bug chirp for the poet? 

Ans. ______________________________________________________________ 

2. Why did the poet go for a walk? 

Ans. ______________________________________________________________ 

    3. How many rooms are there in Maha’s home? 

  Ans. ___________________________________________________________________ 

4. How do you keep your city clean? 

Ans. __________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________  

5. What is grandfather doing? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is the second step of sowing seeds? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________________ 

7. Who loves greenery all around in the story? 

Ans. _____________________________________________________________________ 

8.Who was late for school? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

9.Why was there a traffic jam? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

10.How do traffic signals help us? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11.Where were Asim and Kaleem sitting? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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12.Who had colourful erasers and beautiful pencils? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

13.Which things did Kaleem bring home by mistake? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

    14.Write names of any 3 means of transport. 

__________________________________________________________________________  

15.What are the colours of the traffic light? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

   16.What is your favourite game? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

17.How was the school building decorated? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

18.Write names of different games mentioned in the story. 

__________________________________________________________________________  

19.What is the colour of the pencil box? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

20.Who has a great big smile? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

21.Do you like your school? 

__________________________________________________________________________   

22.Who was Bayazid Bastami? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

23.What was the ant looking for? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

24.Who was sleeping in the nest? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

25.Who saved the ant? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

26.What things do Maha and Asad make the card with? 
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__________________________________________________________________________  

27.What does Maha draw on the card? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

28.What does Asad write on the card? 

__________________________________________________________________________  

29.How many seasons are there? 

_________________________________________________________________________  

30.When does it snow? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

COMPREHENSION PARAGRAPHS 

AN ELEPHANT 

 

Ethan, the elephant is blue. He performs for a circus and can do many tricks. 

Many people think he was born blue. But some boys painted him blue to 

make him look special. 

He likes being blue. It is different. He likes to look himself in a mirror. He 

thinks he is handsome. 

1. Ethan the elephant is ____________________________. 

2. He ____________________ for a circus and can do many tricks. 

3. He likes being __________________________. 

4. He likes to look himself in a _________________________. 

5. He thinks he is ___________________________. 

 

MY HOUSE 

My family lives in a house. Our house is very nice. It has two bedrooms. 

We cook and eat in the kitchen. We watch T.V in the living room. My 

favourite room is my bedroom. I like to read and do homework in my 

bedroom. 

 

1. My family lives in a ________________________________. 

2. Our house has two _________________________________. 

3. We cook and eat in the _____________________________. 

4. We watch T.V in the ________________________________. 

5. I like to _____________________ and do ______________________ in 

my bedroom. 
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THE DENTIST   

I am John. I am a dentist. I check your teeth and gums. Some patients come to my 

office with very bad toothaches. I treat all my patients properly and tell them to smile 

always. I love to sing in my free time. 

1. Who am I ?__________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What do I check?______________________________________________________ 

 

3. How do I treat my patients? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

4. What do I tell them? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. What do I do in my free time? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

THE APPLE PIE 

Mother and I baked a pie. We baked an apple pie. I do not like the blueberry pie. First, we 

made the pie crust. Then we put the filling in the crust. Next, we baked the pie for 30 

minutes. After dinner, we ate the pie for dessert. 

1. Who baked a pie? 

______________________________________________________________________  

2. What kind of pie did we bake? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

3. What kind of pie don’t I like? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

4. What did mother and I do first? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

5. How long did we baked the pie? 

_____________________________________________________________________  

MY PETS 

I have a dog, a cat and a hamster. I love them all. My dog’s name is Snoopy. My cat’s 

name is Whiskers, and my hamster’s name is Nibbles. Snoopy is playful, and he likes 

bones. Whiskers sleeps in my bed. Nibbles loves running in his wheel. They are all soft 

and furry. 

1. How many pets are there? 
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________________________________________________________________________  

2. What is the hamster’s name? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

3. Who sleeps in the bed? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

4. What does Snoopy like? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

5. Which pets are soft and furry? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

LISA 

Today is Sunday. Lisa is walking to the library. The library is not far from her house. She 

likes going there on weekends. She is going to meet her friends and read some books with 

them. She loves reading. She usually reads with her friends in a nice and quiet place. 

Reading is good, and it always makes her happy. 

1. Lisa ___________________ to the library. 

2. The library ________________________ from her house. 

3. She is going to meet ________________________. 

4. She likes going to the library ___________________________. 

5. She is going to read _________________________ with her friends. 

 

Dictation words 

seasons classmates plucked grandfather 

autumn pitcher trophy football 

Ice-cold principal breakfast parents 

birthday transport greeted sniff 

scissors fetch saint crouch 

markers hurdle bookshelf Karachi 

beautiful finally sting Islamabad 

bold information messy tasty 
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excited building seedling chirped 

effort lunchbox greenery wicked 

SENTENCES 

1. seasons There are four seasons in a year. 

2. birthday My birthday is on ___________________. 

3. Ice-cold It is ice-cold in winters. 

4. beautiful I live in a beautiful house. 

5. transport Aero plane is the fastest transport. 

6. hurdle I won the hurdle race. 

7. bookshelf Your book is in the bookshelf. 

8. wicked A fox is a wicked animal. 

9. sting A bee sting is very painful. 

10. trophy My principal gave me a trophy. 

11. pitcher There was no water in the pitcher. 

12. greeted My friend greeted me. 

13. messy Your room is very messy 

14. chirp Birds chirp in the morning. 

15. grandfather My grandfather lives in Lahore. I love my grandfather. 

COMPOSITIONS 

MY GRANDMOTHER 

1. I have a grandmother. 

2. Her name is Sarah. 

3. She is sixty years old. 

4. She loves me very much. 

5. She has white hair. 

6. She is old but active. 

7. She lives in Lahore. 

8. She lives in a house with a big lawn. 

9. She cooks tasty food for me. 

10.I love to spend my holidays with her. 
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11. Grandmothers are a blessing of Allah. 

     12.She is my best friend also. 

 A ROSE 

1. A rose is a beautiful flower. 

2. It has a very nice smell. 

3. Roses can be red, pink, yellow or in many colours. 

4. It is the king of flowers. 

5. It has beautiful petals. 

6. It also has thorns. 

7. Many things are made from roses. 

8. It is found in all gardens. 

9. It is a shrub. 

10.They need sunlight, air and water and love to grow. 

MY BICYCLE 

1. I have a pink bicycle. 

2. My parents gave it to me on my birthday. 

3. It has a basket in the front. 

4. There is a bell on the handle. 

5. I ride my cycle with my friends. 

6. I go to school on my bicycle. 

7. My father taught me how to ride a bicycle. 

8. I keep it clean when it gets dusty. 

9. I wash it once a week. 

10. It is the best gift from my parents. 

MANGO : MY FAVOURITE FRUIT 

1. Mango is my favourite fruit. 

2. It is the national fruit of Pakistan. 

3. It is also the king of fruits. 

4. It grows in the summer season. 

5. It is a pulpy fruit. 

6. Mangoes can be green or yellow in colour. 

7. Many people like to eat mangoes. 

8. Unripe mangoes are tangy in taste. 

9. Children like mango shakes and ice creams. 

10. Jams and jellies are made from mangoes. 
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Fill in the blanks with the correct options. 

• The poem “ The Cricket” is written by _____________________. 

a. Harry Behn b. John Milton c. Marjorie Barrows d. Ogden Nash 

• The poet finds a __________________while walking. 

a. Bug   b. ant   c. fly    d. moth 

• The little bug was ______________________ to be a bug. 

a. Sad   b. angry  c. afraid   d. glad 

• The little bug gave a little tug to its ___________________. 

a. Feet   b. wings  c. eyes   d. antenna 

• Maha has ______________________ brothers and one sister. 

a. One   b. two  c. three  d. four 

• Maha’s home is very airy and _______________________. 

a. Messy   b. dusty  c. beautiful  d. colourful 

• Maha’s home is situated in _______________________. 

a. Multan   b. Karachi  c. Lahore  d. Islamabad 

• The famous ______________________ Masjid is situated in Islamabad. 

a. Faisal   b. Ahmad  c. Badshahi  d. Moti  

• On Sunday morning, Zain was in his grandfather’s _________________. 

a. House  b. garden  c. shop   d. farm 

• Zain’s ___________________ was sowing seeds. 

a. Sister   b. brother  c. grandmother  d. grandfather 

• After sowing a seed, sprinkle some ________________ on it. 

a. Oil   b. milk  c. water   d. soup 

• ________ steps are there to sow a seed. 

a. 4   b. 3   c. 6    d. 5 

1.Amir is late for school due to _______________________. 

a. his own fault b. a traffic jam  c. rain   d. a road accident 

    2. When the _____________ light is on , you need to stop and wait. 

a. green  b. red   c. blue   d. yellow 

   3. We use a car, bus or motorbike to travel by ____________________. 

a. sea    b. road   c. air  d. railway 

4. We use a __________________ to travel by rail. 

a. bus   b. train   c. plane  d. ship 

5. Asim and Kaleem were waiting for their _______________________. 

 a. mother  b. teacher  c. father  d. uncle 
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6. Asim and Kaleem were showing each other their ___________________, colour pencils 

and other things. 

 a. toys    b. clothes  c. shoes d. erasers 

7. What was in Kaleem’s school bag ________________________________ ? 

           a. cricket kit  b. storybook  c. pencil box  d. video game 

8. The story is about _________________________. 

 a. kindness  b. honesty  c. forgiveness  d. patience 

9. ___________________________ was celebrated on February 12, 2020. 

 a. Teacher’s Day b. Sports Day  c. Labour Day  d. 

Independence Day 

10. I was going to compete in a ________________________ race. 

 a. boat   b. cycle  c. hurdle  d. sack 

11. I brushed my teeth and wore my _____________________ kit. 

 a. sports  b. medical  c. covid  d. swimming 

12. My __________________________ gave me a gold medal. 

 a. mother  b. father  c. principal  d. teacher 

13. The pencil box is ___________________. 

 a. red   b. yellow  c. green  d. orange 

14. The shoes are _____________________. 

 a. dirty   b. clean  c. torn   d. dusty 

15. The ___________________ has a big smile. 

 a. teacher  b. student  c. watchman  d. maid 

16. The student peeks inside the __________________________________. 

 a. dining room  b. classroom  c. study room  d. bedroom 

17. The ant was looking for ______________________ to drink. 

 a. tea   b. milk   c. water  d. juice 

18. The ant slipped and fell into the _______________________________. 

 a. sea   b. river   c. pond   d. pool 

19. The ant swam and climbed up the __________________________. 

 a. leaf   b. plant   c. garden  d. tree 
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20. The bird catcher planned to trap the ________________ with the help of hos net. 

 a. sparrow  b. parrot  c. mouse  d. dove 

21. The ant and the dove became ________________________________. 

 a. enemies  b. cousins  c. friends  d. sisters 

22. Asad and Maha are making a card to give it to their ______________________. 

 a. friend  b. father  c. mother  d. cousin 

23. Maha draws beautiful _________________ and a cake on the road. 

 a. flowers  b. balloons  c. animals  d. fruits 

24. ____________________ writes birthday wishes inside the card. 

 a. Adnan  b. Amir  c. Maha  d. Asad 

25. __________________ is the time of snow. 

 a. Winter  b. Autumn  c. Summer  d. Spring 

26. days are short in ________________________. 

 a. Winter  b .Autumn  d. Summer  d. Spring 

27. There are ______________________ seasons in a year. 

 a. two   b. three  d. four  d. five 

28. in __________________ time, days are hot. 

 a. Winter  b. Autumn  d. Summer  d. Spring 

Q. Match the meanings. 

Bug happy 

Chirp air taken into the lungs and sent out again 

Tug a short sharp sound made by some insect or bird 

Glad an insect 

breath to pull something hard suddenly 

 

airy central town of some area 

discuss open area where air can pass freely 

wide to talk about something 

capital large, having more space 
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Sniff A sharp painful prick 

Tiff To smell something 

sting A little fight 
 

Transport Moving vehicles 

Traffic Vehicles stuck on the road 

Safely A vehicle 

Traffic jam In a safe way 

 

together Something you do wrong without knowing 

Without permission With one another 

honesty Without asking 

mistake The quality of being truthful 

 

compete Information about using something 

sack To take part in any activity with other participants 

instruction A large bag with no handles 

 

Peek noisy 

Loud bright 

Shiny A quick and secret look 

 

patiently To bring 

pitcher To accept a delay quietly 

saint A container for holding and pouring liquids 

fetch A very good, kind or patient person 
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Slip Quickly remove something 

Pluck To give a loud, high cry 

scream Lose one’s balance 

 

Circle the correct spellings. 

glad glaad gllad 

cheerp chirp chiirp 

shini shyni shiny 

black blake blackk 

weng wing wiing 

 

Circle the correct spellings. 

important impartant importent 

famus farmous famous 

favourate favourite favurite 

grand grend grund 

Q9. Match the adjectives to its correct opposites. 

beautiful black 

clean sad 

white dirty 

happy short 

long ugly 

Write the Plurals of 

flower  

bus  

box  

glass  

tree  

watch  
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fox  

hero  

boy  

bird  

tomato  

bench  

branch  

class  

shirt  

Q. Complete the paragraph using the given words. 

flowers garden fresh care fruit colours 

 

Zain loves his grandfather’s _________________. It has many pretty _____________. 

They are of different ___________________. Zain’s grandfather always takes 

_____________ of them. Grandfather also grows _______________ in his garden. 

Whenever he visits Zain, he brings ______________ vegetables from his garden. 

Q. Match the adjectives to its correct opposites. 

light clean 

dirty fast 

slow heavy 

short thick 

thin long 

Circle the correct spellings. 

suppose sappose supposee 

cruuch crouch crouuch 

sating seting sting 

sniff snif sanif 

wiicked wicked wickeed 
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Q7. Choose the correct substitution words and fill in the blanks. 

1. Saadia is a good girl. __________ obeys her parents.  (He/She) 

2. My brother is very naughty. _________ has many toys. (He/She) 

3. Amna and Asad are playing. ____________ are cousins. (They/It) 

4. The cat is hungry. _______ wants to drink milk.  (You/It) 

5. Umair and I are best friends. _________ play football together. (We/He) 

Q8. Fill in the blanks using “is”, “am”, “are”. 

1. Saad __________ a handsome boy. 

2. I _________a girl. 

3. Alina and Seeta ______________ classmates. 

4. They ___________ cousins. 

5. I _______________ seven years old. 

6. These ___________ their crayons. 

7. She ________ a good student. 
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Match the Masculine’s with their feminines. 

brother Grandmother 

Uncle Daughter 

Father Lioness 

Prince Madam 

Nephew Sister 

Sir Woman 

Son Aunt 

Man Mother 

Grandfather Princess 

lion Niece 

 

Q7. Rearrange the given words to make sentences. 

1.fine.We are _________________________________________________  

2. is a This car. _________________________________________________  

3. should We follow rules.  ___________________________________________  

 Q8. Fill in the blanks with “is”, “am” or “are”. 

 I am in grade two. I ___________seven years old. I __________ a good student. I 

have two friends. They ____________ my cousins. My mother __________ a doctor and my 

father ______ a lawyer. They _________ hardworking people. 

. Fill in the blanks with “has” or “have”. 

1. Asma _________________ a new dress. 

2. I ______________________two ears. 

3. You __________________ a bat. 

4. He _________________ a pet rabbit. 

5. I _________________ a trophy. 

6. He _______________ a sack. 

Q12. Fill in the blanks by using “has” or “have”. 

Hassan likes to participate in a cricket match. He ___________ a sports kit. His team 

__________ new uniforms. His classmates come to cheer him. They _____________ 

colourful flags. His team plays very well. They _______________ a lot of fun. 
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Q13. Rearrange the words in alphabetical order. 

kind pencil box teacher desk 

 

     

 

shiny stand smile some sun 

 

     

Circle the correct spellings in each row. 

climb climmb cliimb 

catcher catcheer cattcher 

screeam scream Screeam 

quuick quick quickk 

reaach reeach reach 

snow snwo snw 

THE GRAMMAR CLUB 2 
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WHOSE, WHO, WHERE, WHAT 

1. Put the words in the correct order. 

a. is painting. your This  ___________________________________________________  

b. your is This pencil.    ____________________________________________________  

c. paper. your This is    ___________________________________________________  

2. Use the words to make sentences. 

a. Meg ----painting----big ______________________________________________________  

b. Danny----crayons----yellow _________________________________________________  

c. Sarah ---- painting---- small _________________________________________________ 

d. henry ---- paper---- blue _________________________________________________  

e. Sarah---- pencils----- black ________________________________________________  

Write Who, Where, or What. 

1. __________________ do you live? 

2. _________________ is that? That’s my sister. 

3. ________________ is that? It’s a cricket bat. 

4. ________________ does John live? He lives in Germany. 

5. ________________ are you doing? I’m reading a book. 

6. ________________ is that? It’s a spade. 

7. ________________ is that? That’s Polly. 

8. ________________ does she live? She lives in England. 

WHEN 

1. Circle the correct word. 

a. I go at/to school at/ to eight o’ clock. 

b. I go home at/ to three o’clock. 

c. I go at/ to bed at/to half past eight. 

 

2. Fill in the correct words. 

to at go at go 

 

Dear Sarah, 

thank you for your letter. I get up _______ half past seven. I go _____ school at nine 

o’ clock. I ______ home at four o’ clock. I have dinner _______ half past six. I ______ 

to bed at nine o’clock. 

Your e-pal, 

Polly  
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3. Write the words. 

He has She has He gets up 

She gets up He goes She goes 

 

1. ___________________ at six-thirty. 

2. ___________________ dinner at six o’clock. 

3. ____________________ gets up at seven- thirty. 

4. ___________________ goes to bed at eight-thirty. 

5. ___________________ dinner at six-thirty. 

6. ___________________ to bed at nine o’clock. 

4. Put the words in their correct order. 

1. up you When get do _______________________________________________  

2. get I up at o’ clock seven ___________________________________________  

3. you do have When breakfast_________________________________________  

4. half past at have I breakfast seven _______________________________________  

5. bed When you do to go _______________________________________________  

6. o’clock at eight go I to bed ____________________________________________ 

HAVE GOT, HAS GOT, ITS AND THEIR 

1. Circle have or has. 

a. I have/ has got brown hair. 

b. Fred have/ has got blue eyes. 

c. Mary have/ has got long black hair. 

d. Dave have/ has got short blond hair. 

2. Write have got or has got. 

a. He _____________ short legs. 

b. They _________________ curly hair. 

c. She __________________ curly hair. 

d. We ___________________ short hair. 

e. He _________________ big feet. 
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